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Essential and Nonessential Appositives and
Appositive Phrases
• An appositive is a noun or pronoun placed close to another noun or pronoun to


identify that word or provide more information about it.


• An appositive together with its modifiers is called an appositive phrase. Appositives
and appositive phrases may be essential or nonessential.


• An appositive or an appositive phrase is essential when it is needed to make the
meaning of a sentence clear. Essential appositives are not set off with commas.


Essential The author O. Henry wrote “One Thousand Dollars.”


• An appositive or an appositive phrase is nonessential when it simply adds
information to a sentence whose meaning is already clear. Nonessential appositives
are set off with commas.


Nonessential O. Henry, a former convict, settled in New York.


Exercise: Recognizing Essential and Nonessential Appositives
and Appositive Phrases


Underline the appositive or appositive phrase in each sentence. Then in the blank
indicate with E or N whether the underlined segment is essential or nonessential.


1. O. Henry, an author whose real name was William Sydney Porter, 


became famous. ____________________________________________________________


2. In his story “One Thousand Dollars,” he presents an interesting dilemma. _____________


3. Gillian, the hero of the story, does not know how to spend his inheritance. ____________


4. His friend Bryson sighed when Gillian approached him. ____________________________


5. Bryson’s suggestion, one full of sarcasm, did not really help. ________________________


6. A blind man had an unexpected possession, a bankbook showing a 


large balance. _______________________________________________________________


7. He returned to his starting place, a law office. ____________________________________


8. There he inquired about the will of a relative, Uncle Septimas. _______________________


9. Gillian arranged to have a fortune provided for Miriam Hayden, 


his uncle’s ward._____________________________________________________________


10. “One Thousand Dollars” includes a surprise ending, a popular feature of 


O. Henry’s stories. ___________________________________________________________
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